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ÿB64ÿ\ ÿ8ÿY(##(&$ÿ]ÿ/204ÿ8ÿ10ÿBK4ÿ
ÿB8Qÿ\ ÿ_Qÿ10ÿ74ÿÿa1??1A:5?400?ÿ&4Jÿd22@ÿ!4//?7331/.1ÿ1.2E./.1ÿ&220:ÿ<1223./1ÿ1/-ÿ;422E.1ÿ
3204-ÿ922ÿ>2>5312ÿ434A0.2/4ÿÿ^_Qÿÿ&4Jÿ642?47ÿ1/-ÿN250:ÿ<1223./1ÿ3204-ÿ1E1./?0ÿ0:4ÿ>22>2?.0.2/ÿ1/-ÿ0:4ÿ
-4>50.4?ÿ922=ÿ<2//4A0.A50ÿ1/-ÿ$431J124ÿ-.3.-4-4ÿÿ^_QÿÿI:4ÿ&4JÿH1=>?:.24ÿ-434E10.2/ÿ-.-ÿ/20ÿ122.34ÿ
5/0.3ÿJ433ÿ19042ÿ0:4ÿ;2410ÿ<2=>22=.?44ÿÿ\ ÿ6ÿY(##(&$ÿ]ÿ/204ÿ8ÿ10ÿK94ÿÿ#:2-4ÿ%?31/-ÿ-.-ÿ/20ÿ
?4/-ÿ-4>50.4?ÿ02ÿ0:4ÿ<2/34/0.2/4ÿÿ\ ÿiS_ÿ^j_kÿiUjÿUÿSÿTj]jlÿ]ÿ/204ÿ884ÿ
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-2.ÿ/3/01234ÿ15/ÿ6/0237ÿ8.9305ÿ6:9.;/7ÿ7/891/ÿ2</.ÿ15/ÿ7/4.//ÿ1591ÿ15/ÿ:393=6ÿ
:.2:2B6B93ÿ>2?37ÿ7/:.2</ÿ15/ÿ6191/ÿ3/426391?./6ÿ2-ÿ:2>/.ÿ23ÿ15/ÿ3/>ÿ42</.3@
A/314ÿÿ%3ÿ1591ÿ7/891/ÿ#?-?6ÿC234ÿ2-ÿD966905?6/116ÿ.926/7ÿ9ÿ3/>ÿ266?/Eÿ2-ÿ15/ÿ
F/391/=6ÿ62G/ÿ>96ÿ896/7ÿ23ÿ:2:?391223ÿ15/3ÿ23ÿ2.7/.ÿ12ÿ42</ÿ./:./6/3191223ÿ12ÿ
15/ÿ6A933ÿ6191/6ÿ15/ÿ39.4/ÿ6191/6ÿ>2?37ÿ59</ÿ12ÿ59B</ÿ9ÿ39.4/ÿ3?A8/.ÿ2-ÿ6/39@
12.6ÿA9;B234ÿ15/ÿ62G/ÿ2-ÿ15/ÿF/391/ÿ?3900/:1983/4ÿÿH5/ÿ:.2:2693ÿ-923/7ÿ8Iÿ9ÿ
J@9ÿ<21/4ÿÿD972623ÿ>.21/EÿK062ÿ15/ÿ039?6/ÿ>96ÿ72694.//7ÿ12ÿ0937ÿ9ÿ0596Aÿ
3/-1ÿ23ÿ1526ÿ:9.1ÿ2-ÿ15/ÿ:3934LB9ÿ
M3ÿN?3/ÿÿ15/ÿO2AA211//ÿ2-ÿ15/ÿ)523/ÿ230/ÿ94BP9ÿ23ÿ977./66/7ÿ15/ÿA/1527ÿ
2-ÿ/3/01234ÿA/A8/.6ÿ2-ÿ15/ÿ-2.61ÿ3/4263912</ÿ8.93054 ÿÿ(ÿA21223ÿ/A:2>/.234ÿ
15/ÿ6191/ÿ3/426391?./6ÿ12ÿ/3/01ÿ15/ÿ./:./6/31912</6ÿ-923/7ÿ8Iÿ9ÿJ@Pÿ<21/4BQÿÿH5/ÿ
3/R1ÿ79IÿN253ÿ$2
0;23623ÿ2-ÿ$/39>9./ÿ:.2:26/7ÿ/3/01223ÿ2-ÿ6/3912.6ÿ8Iÿ15/ÿ
7
6191/ÿ3/4263912.64ÿÿH5/ÿ266?/ÿ./A923/7Eÿ652?37ÿ6191/6ÿ59</ÿ/S?93ÿ./:./6/319@
1223ÿ2.ÿ652?37ÿ15/ÿF/391/ÿ-2332>ÿ15/ÿ:.2:2.12239321Iÿ:.2302:3/TÿÿD972623ÿ
6?AA/7ÿ?:ÿ15/ÿ723/AA9EÿK2-ÿ15/ÿA21223ÿU2-ÿD.4ÿ$20;23623Vÿ652?37ÿ8/ÿ94.//7ÿ
12ÿ>/ÿA?61ÿ/215/.ÿ7/:9.1ÿ-.2Aÿ15/ÿ7201.23/ÿ2-ÿ:.2:2.122393ÿ./:./6/3191223Wÿ2.ÿ
97A21ÿ2312ÿ15/ÿF/391/ÿ9ÿ</.Iÿ39.4/ÿ3?A8/.ÿ2-ÿA/A8/.64ÿÿH5/ÿ-2.61ÿ26ÿ2397A26@
6283/ÿ8/234ÿ/<27/313Iÿ?3X?614ÿÿH5/ÿ6/0237ÿ26ÿ23/R:/72/314L8ÿ
D972623ÿ/A:5962G/7ÿ1591ÿ15/ÿF/391/ÿ>2?37ÿ:/.-2.Aÿ216ÿ-?301223ÿ8/11/.ÿ2-ÿ
21ÿ>/./ÿ9ÿ6A933ÿ827IEÿKH5/ÿ?6/ÿ2-ÿ15/ÿF/391/ÿ26ÿ12ÿ0236261ÿ23ÿ216ÿ:.20//7234ÿ
>215ÿA2./ÿ02233/66ÿ>215ÿA2./ÿ6I61/Aÿ0937ÿ>215ÿA2./ÿ>2672Aÿ1593ÿ15/ÿ
:2:?39.ÿ8.93054ÿÿ"339.4/ÿ15/2.ÿ3?A8
/.ÿ937ÿI2?ÿ02AA?32091/ÿ12ÿ15/Aÿ15/ÿ<20/6ÿ
6
>5205ÿ15/Iÿ9./ÿA/931ÿ12ÿ02../014L ÿ
H5/ÿ7/:?12/6ÿ<21/7ÿ23ÿ9ÿA21223ÿ12ÿ:261:23/ÿ$20;23623=6ÿA21223ÿ937ÿ12ÿ
023627/.ÿ/3/01223ÿ8Iÿ15/ÿ:/2:3/4JÿÿH5/ÿA21223ÿ-923/7ÿ2</.>5/3A2343I4Bÿÿ
ÿ

ÿBB4ÿY ÿ8ÿZ(##(&$ÿ[ÿ321/ÿJÿ91ÿBQ\64ÿ
ÿB4ÿY ÿ]^ÿ91ÿ8\64ÿ
ÿB4ÿY ÿ]^ÿ91ÿ64ÿ
ÿB94ÿ_]^ÿ
ÿBP4ÿY ÿ]^ÿ91ÿ8J8\J64ÿ
ÿBQ4ÿY ÿ]^ÿ91ÿ8J9\JP4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿY ÿ]^ÿ91ÿ8BP\BQ4ÿ
ÿ 84ÿ_]^ÿ91ÿ884ÿ
ÿ 64ÿ_]^ÿ
ÿ J4ÿY ÿ]^ÿ91ÿ8 ÿ
ÿ B4ÿ_]^ÿÿ(002.7234ÿ12ÿZ9..937ÿ937ÿ15/ÿ2--20293ÿX2?.393ÿ233Iÿ!/336I3<9329ÿ<21/7ÿ-2.ÿ15/ÿA212234ÿÿ_]^ÿÿ
(002.7234ÿ12ÿ15/ÿ1.9360.2:1ÿ2-ÿD972623=6ÿ&21/6ÿ23ÿ15/ÿ'28.9.Iÿ2-ÿO234./66ÿ933ÿ6191/6ÿ0961ÿ3/4912</ÿ
<21/64ÿÿY ÿCMO`ÿ[ÿ321/ÿJÿ91ÿP9ÿ34BQ4ÿ
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$-./-012021ÿ324-20ÿ4560ÿ781169ÿ:080-32:13;4ÿ
<0ÿ=:06ÿ>ÿ?58@361ÿ!-0./06;ÿ809ÿ=250ÿ#:4369A6ÿB245ÿC@23ÿD2:45ÿ?8@2E
3-08ÿ7@272169ÿ8ÿ06FÿF8;ÿ42ÿ7@2G-96ÿC2@ÿ@2:A53;ÿ7@272@4-2083ÿ@67@6160484-20ÿ
-0ÿ456ÿH2:16Iÿ
4584ÿ456ÿD48461ÿB6ÿ9-G-969ÿ-042ÿ45@66ÿ.381161ÿ456ÿ8144ÿ.3811ÿ42ÿ58G6ÿJÿ
363B6@1ÿ456ÿ694ÿ4F24ÿ0809ÿ456ÿJ94ÿ206ÿ363B6@ÿ68.5Kÿ4584ÿ80ÿ614-E
3846ÿB6ÿ48/60ÿ2Cÿ456ÿ.2378@84-G6ÿ-372@480.6ÿ2Cÿ68.5ÿD4846ÿ84ÿC-L69ÿ
76@-291ÿ12ÿ81ÿ42ÿ81.6@48-0ÿ456ÿ0:3B6@ÿ2Cÿ363B6@1ÿ456;ÿ38;ÿC@23ÿ
4-36ÿ42ÿ4-36ÿB6ÿ604-4369ÿ424ÿ
M56ÿ96B846ÿ20ÿ7@272@4-2083ÿ@67@6160484-20ÿ.204-0:69ÿ20ÿ456ÿ06L4ÿ98;ÿF-45ÿ
02ÿ@6123:4-2049ÿÿ=:06ÿ88ÿ18Fÿ16G6@83ÿ7@2721831ÿ20ÿ456ÿ1:BN6.44>ÿÿ#2A6@ÿD56@E
380ÿ2Cÿ?2006.4-.:4ÿ7@272169ÿ4584ÿ-0ÿ456ÿ32F6@ÿB@80.5ÿ68.5ÿ14846ÿ152:39ÿ58G6ÿ
@67@6160484-20ÿ-0ÿ7@272O@4-20ÿ42ÿ456ÿ0:3B6@ÿ2CÿC@66ÿ-058B-48041ÿ809ÿ-0ÿ456ÿ:776@ÿ
B@80.5ÿ8ÿ1-0A36ÿG2464ÿÿ=250ÿ#:4369A6ÿ2CÿD2:45ÿ?8@23-08ÿ4560ÿ7@272169ÿ4584ÿ
@67@6160484-20ÿ-0ÿ456ÿ32F6@ÿ52:16ÿ152:39ÿB6ÿ7-0ÿ7@272@4-20ÿ42ÿ456ÿ1484621ÿC-080E
.-83ÿ.204@-B:4-20ÿ42ÿ456ÿ.604@83ÿA2G6@036044ÿ
#:C:1ÿP-0Aÿ2CÿQ8118.5:16441ÿ809ÿ=8361ÿ)-3120ÿ2Cÿ!6001;3G80-8ÿ4560ÿ2CE
C6@69ÿ8ÿ32@6ÿA606@83-R69ÿ7@272183Iÿ4584ÿ1:CC@8A6ÿ-0ÿ456ÿC-@14ÿB@80.5ÿ152:39ÿ024ÿ
B6ÿ8..2@9-0Aÿ42ÿ456ÿ364529ÿ-0ÿ456ÿ(@4-.361ÿ2Cÿ?20C6896@84-20ÿB:4ÿ152:39ÿB6ÿ
S8..2@9-0Aÿ42ÿ1236ÿ6T:-48B36ÿ@84-2ÿ2Cÿ@67@6160484-204U ÿÿM56ÿ96B846ÿ52F6G6@ÿ
.204-0:69ÿ42ÿC2.:1ÿ20ÿ456ÿ@636G806.6ÿ2Cÿ8ÿ1484621ÿC-080.-83ÿ.204@-B:4-20ÿ809ÿ
45:1ÿ-09-@6.43;ÿ-41ÿ8B-3-4;ÿ42ÿ78;4ÿ
V60N83-0ÿW@80/3-0ÿ4560ÿ844637469ÿ42ÿ7@2G-96ÿ8ÿ.237@23-16ÿ83B6-4ÿ:01:.E
.611C:J33;Iÿ68.5ÿ14846ÿ152:39ÿ.204@-B:46ÿ81ÿ3:.5ÿ81ÿ456ÿ722@614ÿ14846ÿ.2:39ÿ8CE
C2@94ÿÿ%Cÿ456ÿ.604@83ÿA2G6@03604ÿ066969Xÿ32@6ÿ3206;ÿ-4ÿF2:39ÿ166/ÿG23:048@;ÿ
.204@-B:4-201ÿC@23ÿ456ÿF68345;ÿ1484614ÿÿW@80/3-0ÿ8312ÿ02469ÿ4584ÿ456ÿ7@61604ÿ
?20C696@84-20ÿ@:36ÿ2Cÿ206E14846E206EG246ÿ1463369ÿC@23ÿ456ÿ899Xÿ?20A@6112ÿ
ÿ
ÿ 4ÿY ÿ8ÿW(##(&$ÿZÿ0246ÿJÿ84ÿ8 4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ[\]ÿ84ÿ8O4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿ[\]ÿ84ÿ89X^94ÿ
ÿ >4ÿ[\]ÿ84ÿ8O6^O4ÿ
ÿ O4ÿY ÿ\]ÿ84ÿ8O4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿY ÿ\]ÿ
ÿ 84ÿ[\]ÿ
ÿ 64ÿ[\]ÿ84ÿ8O^O94ÿ
ÿ J4ÿY ÿ\]ÿ84ÿ8OO4ÿ
ÿ X4ÿY ÿ\]ÿ84ÿ8OO^6774ÿ
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-./0-3-12ÿ312ÿ4526758ÿ9/185-/3:ÿ;25ÿ/:6851/-.-.<ÿ1=8ÿ-94251/.68ÿ2;ÿ8/6=ÿ>23?
2.24@ ÿ
A=8ÿ>299-1188ÿ2;ÿ1=8ÿ)=238ÿ1=8.ÿ/B2418Bÿ1=8ÿ45242:/3ÿ2;ÿC-.<ÿ/.Bÿ)-3?
:2.ÿ071ÿ/BB8BÿD25B:ÿ/;185ÿ38E7-1/038ÿ5/1-2ÿ2;ÿ58458:8.1/1-2.@FD25B:ÿ1=/1ÿ
D273Bÿ086298ÿ62.152G85:-/3ÿ-.ÿ/ÿ3/185ÿ85/Hÿ
I0%.ÿ4524251-2.ÿ12ÿ1=8ÿD=238ÿ.79085ÿ2;ÿD=-18ÿ0/.Bÿ21=85ÿ;588ÿ>-1-?
J8.:ÿ0/.Bÿ-.=/0-1/.1:ÿ2;ÿ8G852ÿ/<8ÿ:8Kÿ0/.Bÿ62.B-1-2.ÿ-.637B-.<ÿ
1=2:8ÿ027.Bÿ12ÿ:85G-17B8ÿ;25ÿ/ÿ1859ÿ2;ÿ28/5:ÿ/.Bÿ1=588ÿ;-;1=:ÿ2;ÿ/33ÿ
21=85ÿ485:2.:ÿ.21ÿ629458=8.B8Bÿ-.ÿ1=8ÿ;258<2-.<ÿB8:65-41-2.ÿ8K6841ÿ
%.B-/.:ÿ.21ÿ4/2-.<ÿ1/K8:ÿ-.ÿ8/6=ÿL1/184Mÿÿ1=-:ÿ08-.<ÿ1=8ÿ5738ÿ-.ÿ1=8ÿ(61ÿ
2;ÿ>2.<58::ÿ/<588Bÿ12ÿ02ÿ838G8.ÿL1/18:ÿ;25ÿ/44251-2.-.<ÿE721/:ÿ2;ÿ
58G8.78ÿ2.ÿ1=8ÿL1/18:4ÿÿ/.Bÿ58E7-5-.<ÿ/ÿ68.:7:ÿ2.32ÿ8G852ÿN9ÿ25ÿ87ÿ
28/5:4ÿ
A=8ÿB80/18ÿ1=8.ÿ175.8Bÿ12ÿ1=8ÿ:70O861ÿ2;ÿ58458:8.1/1-2.ÿ-.ÿ1=8ÿL8./1849ÿÿP2ÿ
/ÿ?ÿG218ÿ1=8ÿ>299-1188ÿ/<588Bÿ12ÿ/4432ÿ1=8ÿ:/98ÿ981=2Bÿ2;ÿ58458:8.1/1-2.Rÿ
12ÿ1=8ÿL8./18ÿ/:ÿ-1ÿ=/Bÿ12ÿ1=8ÿQ27:8ÿ1=/1ÿ-:ÿ4524251-2./3ÿ58458:8.1/1-2.4ÿÿ
A=7:ÿ/;185ÿ62.:-B85/038ÿB80/18ÿ1=8ÿ42:-1-2.ÿ2;ÿ1=8ÿ3/5<8ÿ:1S/18:ÿ458G/-38BHÿ452?
4251-2./3ÿ58458:8.1/1-2.ÿ-.ÿ021=ÿ=27:8:ÿ2;ÿ1=8ÿ38<-:3/17584ÿ
T.ÿU7.8ÿ8Vÿ1=8ÿ>299-1188ÿ62.637B8Bÿ-1:ÿB83-085/1-2.:ÿ/.Bÿ5842518Bÿ-1:ÿ
452688B-.<:ÿ12ÿ1=8ÿQ27:8497ÿÿT.ÿU7.8ÿ8 ÿU/98:ÿ!/1185:2.ÿ2;ÿ&8DÿU85:82ÿ2.ÿ
08=/3;ÿ2;ÿ1=8ÿ:9/33ÿ:1/18:ÿ:709-118Bÿ:8G85/3ÿ45242:/3:ÿ1=/1ÿ:85G8Bÿ/:ÿ/.ÿ/3185?
./1-G8ÿ12ÿ1=8ÿ58G-:8Bÿ#/
.B234=ÿ!3/.ÿ1=/1ÿ1=8ÿ>299-1188ÿ2;ÿ1=8ÿ)=238ÿ=/Bÿ:70?
9
8
9-118Bÿ12ÿ1=8ÿQ27:84ÿÿA=8ÿ43/.ÿ458:798Bÿ1=8ÿ6926.1-.7/1-2.ÿ2;ÿ/ÿ7.-6/985/3ÿ
38<-:3/1758ÿD-1=ÿ8/6=ÿ:1/18ÿ=/G-.<ÿ/ÿ:-.<38ÿG2184ÿÿA=8ÿ.8K1ÿB/2ÿ1=8ÿQ27:8ÿ
/</-.ÿ58:23G8Bÿ-1:83;ÿ-.12ÿ/ÿ>299-1188ÿ2;ÿ1=8ÿ)=238ÿ12ÿ62.:9V-B85ÿD=/1ÿ=/:ÿ08?
6298ÿW.2D.ÿ/:ÿ1=8ÿ!/1185:2.ÿ!3/.ÿ25ÿ1=8ÿ&8DÿU85:82ÿ!3/.4ÿÿ(;185ÿ/ÿ38.<1=2ÿ
B80/18ÿ1=8ÿ45242:/3ÿ;/-38Bÿ/.Bÿ1=8ÿ>299-1188ÿ58?5842518Bÿ1=8ÿ58G-:8Bÿ
ÿ
ÿ 4ÿXYZÿ/1ÿ677ÿ[E721-.<ÿ1=8ÿ#8:2371-2.ÿ2;ÿL84189085ÿÿ899\]4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿXYZÿ/1ÿ6784ÿ
ÿ 94ÿXYZÿ/1ÿ6764ÿ
ÿ R4ÿXYZÿ
ÿ S4ÿXYZÿ
ÿ974ÿ^ ÿYZÿ/1ÿ66\4ÿ
ÿ984ÿ^ ÿYZÿ/1ÿ6\84ÿ
ÿ964ÿ^ ÿYZÿ/1ÿ6\V4ÿ
ÿ9V4ÿ^ ÿYZÿ/1ÿ6\RN 4ÿ
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#-./2301ÿ!3-.ÿ22ÿ213ÿ42.53.262.497ÿ
89ÿ:;ÿ8<<<ÿ= >ÿ<?ÿ@ÿ
(3212AB1ÿ213ÿ42CC62233ÿ2Dÿ213ÿ)1233ÿ1-/ÿE33C6.B3FÿG3E2353/ÿ213ÿC-H2Gÿ
6EEA3EÿI92.I3G.6.Bÿ213ÿ33B6E3-2AG3ÿ213ÿEC-33ÿE2-23Eÿ6.E6E23/ÿ2.ÿI2.26.A6.Bÿ213ÿ
/3J-234ÿÿ)13.ÿ213ÿ42.53.262.ÿG3I2.53.3/ÿK21.ÿ'-.E6.Bÿ2Dÿ&3LÿM2GNÿG3O
2AG.3/ÿ22ÿ213ÿ33B6E3-2653ÿ6EEA3ÿ-./ÿC253/ÿP21-2ÿ213ÿ02L3GEÿ2Dÿ'3B6E3-2692.ÿJ3ÿ
53E23/ÿ6.ÿ213ÿQ4ÿR2-23Eÿ6.ÿ42.BG3EESÿ21-2ÿ6Eÿ6.ÿ-ÿA.6I-C3
G-3ÿ33B6E3-2AG34ÿÿT6Eÿ
C2262.ÿD-633/ÿ22ÿG3I3653ÿI2.E6/3G-262.ÿJFÿ-ÿ7OO8ÿ5223U99ÿ12L353Gÿ213ÿ.-GG2Lÿ
5223ÿ/3C2.E2G-23/ÿ21-2ÿ213ÿ42.53.262.ÿ1-/ÿF32ÿ22ÿG3E2353ÿ213E3ÿ6EEA3E4ÿ
%.ÿI2.E6/3G6.Bÿ213ÿ#-./2301ÿ!3-.ÿ213ÿ42.53.262.ÿ5223/ÿD2Gÿ-ÿJ6I-C3G-3ÿ
33B6E3-2AG3ÿJFÿ-ÿ9OVO8ÿ522349Wÿÿ%2ÿ2139.Xÿ5223/ÿ21-2ÿ33B6E3-22GWE7ÿ6.ÿ213ÿD6GE2ÿJG-.I1ÿ
E12A3/ÿJ3ÿ333I23/ÿJFÿ-ÿ020A3-Gÿ5223 ÿD2Gÿ2L2OF3-Gÿ23GCE4ÿ
Y.ÿKA.3ÿ6 ÿ213ÿ42.53.262.ÿ2AG.3/ÿ22ÿ213ÿC-223Gÿ2Dÿ213ÿE3I2./ÿ33B6E3-2653ÿ
JG-.I14W8ÿÿ(D
23Gÿ/3-36.BÿL621ÿ.AC3G2AEÿG33-23/ÿ6EEA3Eÿ62ÿD2IAE3/ÿ2.ÿ213ÿ6EEA3ÿ
2DÿEADDG-B34W6ÿÿ(D23Gÿ/-FEÿ2Dÿ13-23/ÿ/3J-23ÿ213ÿ42.53.262.ÿG3H3I23/ÿ-ÿC2262W.Vÿ
21-2ÿL2A3/ÿ1-53ÿB653.ÿ3-I1ÿE2-23ÿ-.ÿ3ZA-3ÿ5223ÿ6.ÿ213ÿE3I2./ÿJG-.I1ÿ[OO8\4ÿÿ
]3.3G-3ÿ41-G33Eÿ42-23EL2G21ÿ!6.IN.3Fÿ2DÿR2A21ÿ4-G236.-ÿE-Lÿ213ÿ.33/ÿ22ÿ
JG3-Nÿ213ÿ/3-/32INÿ-./ÿEAII3EEDA33FÿC253/ÿ21-2ÿ213ÿ42.53.262.ÿ-0026.2ÿ-ÿ
I2CC62233^-ÿPBG-./ÿI2CC62233Sÿ-Eÿ#2J3G2ÿM23EÿI-333/ÿ62^L621ÿ-ÿG30G3O
E3.2-2653ÿ2Dÿ3-I1ÿE2-23ÿ22ÿD-E162.ÿ-ÿI2C0G2C6E34W7ÿ
(D23Gÿ/336J3G-26.Bÿ213ÿBG-./ÿI2CC62233ÿ0G202E3/ÿ0G202G262.-3ÿG30G3E3.O
2-262.ÿ6.ÿ213ÿD6GE2ÿJG-.I1ÿ-./ÿ2.3OE2-23O2.3O5223ÿ6.ÿ213ÿE3I2./WÿJG-.I1ÿL621ÿ213ÿ
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/25/23241225ÿ/2036ÿ@9-342348 ÿ
F7296ÿ&-3=25ÿ49<0-6ÿ1741ÿ2BÿG-ÿ32-Gÿ17-ÿ;253-51225ÿ25ÿ17-ÿ/251-.1ÿ2Bÿ17-ÿ
-493:ÿ54122543ÿ@-9226ÿ89H9I8H78ÿ21ÿ2=ÿ25-ÿ-.4A@3-ÿ2Bÿ45ÿ-94ÿ825ÿG72/7ÿ17-ÿ
@23212/=ÿ2Bÿ25=190A-5143ÿ9-4=25ÿ456ÿ/2A@92A2=-ÿ@9-62A2541-64 ÿÿJ29ÿ217-9ÿ
-.4A@3-=ÿ7-ÿ@2251-6ÿ12ÿ17-ÿ984H12B2/41225ÿ6-?41-=89ÿG72/7ÿ25/306-6ÿ@92@2=43=ÿ
B29ÿ4ÿ3492-1:ÿ2Bÿ4A-56A-51=4 ÿ
(=ÿB29ÿ17-ÿK9-41ÿ;2A@92A2=-ÿ431720<7ÿ&-3=25ÿ4/L52G3-6<-=ÿ1741ÿ17-ÿ
2==0-ÿ/40=-6ÿ4ÿ?211-9ÿ62=4<9--A-51ÿ7-ÿ521-6ÿ1741ÿ=-83-M943ÿ@92A25-51ÿ6-@012-=ÿ
=1925<3:ÿ=@2L-ÿ0@ÿB29ÿ/25/-==225ÿ456ÿ/2A@92A2=-4 ÿÿF70=ÿ-3-5ÿ25ÿ4ÿ7213:ÿ
/251-=1-6ÿ/251923-9=:ÿ1741ÿ253233-6ÿ17-ÿ=-3BN251-9-=1=ÿ2Bÿ17-ÿ=141-=ÿ17-ÿ6-@012-=ÿ
9-/2<52O-6ÿ17-ÿ3430-ÿ2Bÿ/2A@92A2=-4897ÿ
$-9-Lÿ)-??ÿ74=ÿ2BB-9-6ÿ45ÿ4543:=2=ÿ3-9:ÿ=2A2349ÿ12ÿ&-3=25>=4898ÿP-ÿ466-6ÿ
45217-9ÿ62A-5=225ÿ?:ÿ=0<<-=125<ÿ1741ÿ-BB291=ÿ41ÿ/25/23241225ÿ122Lÿ@34/-ÿ521ÿ80=1ÿ
25ÿ17-ÿB29A43ÿ=-1812956<ÿ2Bÿ17-ÿQ36ÿR141-ÿP20=-ÿ72=125<ÿ17-ÿ;253-51225ÿ?01ÿ43=2ÿ
201=26-ÿ21=ÿG433=4 ÿD-/40=-ÿ17-:ÿ323-6ÿ625-6ÿ456ÿ=2/2432O-6ÿ25ÿ4ÿ=A433ÿ5-2<7N
?297226ÿ7-ÿ49<0-=ÿ17-:ÿA0=1ÿ743-ÿ/4992-869ÿC25ÿ;253-51225ÿ?0=25-==ÿ25ÿ17-=-ÿ
25B29A43ÿ456ÿ2B1-5ÿ/25323243ÿ=099205625<=4 ÿÿF7-29ÿ251-94/1225=ÿ-54?3-6ÿ17-Aÿ
12ÿ=0=1425ÿ17-ÿ-94>=ÿ194621225ÿ2Bÿ/2323ÿ62=/209=-ÿ25ÿ17-29ÿ6-32?-941225=489Eÿ
%5ÿ72=ÿ62=/0==225ÿ2Bÿ17-ÿK9-41ÿ;2A@92A2=-ÿ)-??ÿ6-=/92?-6ÿ4ÿ/25B32/1ÿ2Bÿ
ÿ
ÿ874ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿEHI984ÿ
ÿ884ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿE96I9C4ÿ
ÿ864ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿE9CI9E4ÿ
ÿ8C4ÿS ÿTUÿ
ÿ8E4ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿE9E4ÿ
ÿ8 4ÿR--ÿ264ÿ
ÿ8 4ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿE9EIHC4ÿ
ÿ894ÿS ÿTUÿ
ÿ8H4ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿE99IH64ÿ
ÿ8M4ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿECIE4ÿ
ÿ8974ÿS ÿTUÿ
ÿ8984ÿS ÿ$-9-Lÿ(4ÿ)-??ÿVWÿXYZÿ[ ZZYÿ\ÿ]^ÿ_ ÿ_ `ZÿÿWÿaWb
TWÿ]ZcZÿ]ZZZÿEÿR4;4ÿ'4ÿ#"14ÿ8HCÿ8M8IM6ÿd6786e4ÿ
ÿ8964ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿ8M6IMC4ÿÿ
ÿ89C4ÿS ÿTUÿ
ÿ89E4ÿS ÿTUÿ41ÿ8M8IMC4ÿ
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-./0102/2ÿ/34/ÿ542ÿ/22ÿ-./146/4730ÿ821ÿ10422.09ÿ9074/0ÿ/2ÿ10223:0489ÿÿ#4/301ÿ
)077ÿ41;<09ÿ/34/ÿ/30ÿ90=</-02ÿ64>0ÿ/2ÿ<.9012/4.989ÿ/34/ÿ2.3?ÿ62.6022-2.ÿ4.9ÿ
62>=12>-20ÿ62<39ÿ3049ÿ/2ÿ4ÿ.0;2/-4/09ÿ20//30>0./4 ÿ
@3020ÿ3-2/21-4.2ÿ/30.ÿ8-.9ÿ9-8801-.;ÿ10422.2ÿ/2ÿA<2/-8?ÿ4ÿ62.6-3-4/21?ÿ:-05ÿ
28ÿ/30ÿB2.:0./-2.C2ÿ906-2-2.D>4E-.;ÿ=1260224ÿÿ@30ÿ10422.2ÿ14.;0ÿ812>ÿ4.ÿ46D
62>>294/-.;ÿ2=-1-/ÿ7?ÿ/30ÿ90=</-02ÿ/2ÿ821>43ÿ=12609<102ÿ821ÿ62.9<6/-.;ÿ/30ÿ
B2.:0./-2.ÿ/2ÿ4ÿ20//-.;ÿ821ÿ/30ÿ903-7014/-2.2ÿ/34/ÿ>490ÿ62>=12>-20ÿ042?ÿ/2ÿ
463-0:04ÿ
FGÿHÿIJÿKÿ
L-2/21-4.2ÿ9074/0ÿ530/301ÿ=23-/-643ÿ/3021?ÿ542ÿ/30ÿ60./143ÿ/30>0ÿ28ÿ/30ÿ
B2.:0./-2.ÿ9074/02ÿ21ÿ530/301ÿ=146/-643ÿ-22<02ÿ4.9ÿ-./0102/2ÿ5010ÿ=1->41?4ÿÿ
(/ÿ2.0ÿ0.9ÿ28ÿ/30ÿ2=06/1<>ÿ-2ÿM41/-.ÿ$-4>2.9ÿ532ÿ41;<09ÿ/34/ÿN/30ÿB2.:0.D
/-2.ÿ2<==3-02ÿ4ÿ10>41E4730ÿ0O4>=30ÿ28ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ325ÿ/30210/-643ÿ>4//012ÿ;2:01.ÿ/30ÿ
9-2=22-/-2.ÿ28ÿ=146/-643ÿ>4//0124P899ÿÿQ21ÿ3->ÿ/30ÿ<.9013?-.;ÿR<02/-2.ÿ542ÿ
530/301ÿ=23-/-643ÿ=2501ÿ28392S<39ÿ70ÿ422-;.09ÿ/2ÿ2/4/0ÿ4.9ÿ32643ÿ4</321-/-02ÿ21ÿ/2ÿ
/30ÿ.4/-2.43ÿ;2:01.>0./4 ÿÿL0ÿ/3<2ÿ:-0509ÿ/30ÿ9074/0ÿ2:01ÿ/30ÿB2.2/-/</-2.ÿ
42ÿN4ÿ63->46/-6ÿ0.62<./01ÿ70/500.ÿ/52ÿ1-:43ÿ=23-/-643ÿ/3021-02ÿ28ÿ325ÿ/30ÿ0.92ÿ
28ÿ90>2896T14/-6ÿ62.20./ÿ3-701/?ÿ4.9ÿ62>=0/0./ÿ;2:01.>0./ÿ64.ÿ702/ÿ70ÿ4/D
/4-.094P ÿ
(2ÿ821ÿ/30ÿU104/ÿB2>=12>-20ÿ$-4>2.9ÿ62.60909ÿ/34/ÿ/30ÿ90=</-02ÿ5010ÿ
.2/ÿN9-20>729-09ÿ-./03306/2ÿ200E-.;ÿ2.3?ÿ/30ÿ3-;3/ÿ28ÿ/1</34P8S7ÿÿL0ÿ41;<09ÿ
3250:01ÿ/34/ÿ=146/-643ÿ=23-/-62ÿ><2/ÿ=102<8=S=8220ÿ4.ÿ<.9013?-.;ÿ/30210/-643ÿ
4;100>0./ÿ21ÿ0320ÿ/30ÿ62>=12>-20ÿ><2/ÿ84-34 ÿÿ%.ÿ/30ÿ6420ÿ28ÿ/30ÿU104/ÿB2>D
=12>-20ÿ/30ÿ4;100>0./ÿ542ÿ/34/ÿ/30ÿ.05ÿ;2:01.>0./ÿ><2/ÿ70ÿ=41/3?ÿ.4/-2.43ÿ
4.9ÿ=41/3?ÿ809014348S6ÿ
ÿ

ÿ894ÿK ÿVGÿ4/ÿ67TW8SÿX2=06-8-6433?ÿ.2/-.;ÿ/30ÿ/2/43ÿ7104E925.ÿ-.ÿ.0;2/-4/-2.2ÿ812>ÿY<.0ÿ69ÿ/2ÿY<3?ÿ
89Z4ÿ
ÿ894ÿK ÿVGÿ4/ÿ688W84ÿ
ÿ8994ÿM(#@%&ÿ$%(M[&$ÿ@L"ÿQ[\&$%&Uÿ[Qÿ@L"ÿ$"M[B#(@%Bÿ#"!\]'%Bÿ^7ÿX8TS8Z4ÿ
ÿ89S4ÿK ÿVGÿ4/ÿ66W^_4ÿÿ
ÿ89T4ÿ`VGÿ4/ÿ_4ÿ
ÿ8S74ÿK ÿVGÿ4/ÿ^64ÿ
ÿ8S84ÿK ÿVGÿ4/ÿ^74ÿ
ÿ8S64ÿK ÿVGÿ4/ÿ^8ÿX6-/-.;ÿ[3-:01ÿ"332521/3Z4ÿ
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-.ÿ/0ÿ1ÿ
22345657ÿ42ÿ$86923:ÿ83ÿ63ÿ2;4<3=>84<:ÿ6548>3<ÿ?@ÿABCDC0ÿA@EÿFÿ
G Hÿ-BBÿCÿFCÿI2J3ÿ!4ÿ#2>J<ÿ65KL<:ÿ4J64ÿ4J<ÿM569<5NÿO<5<ÿPQ
ÿ CR38X2Y4ÿ9<46SJ7N8>863Nÿ:8N<9T2:8<:ÿ>23N<5U648U<Nÿ25ÿ(K<34Nÿ2;ÿV8N=
4257ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4W ÿÿ#64J<5ÿ4J<7ÿO<5<ÿS56K9648N4NRN29<ÿ364823638N4Nÿ63:ÿN29<ÿ
;2>LN<:ÿ23ÿN464<ÿ63:ÿS652>J8638ÿX[>23><53NRJ699<583Kÿ2L4ÿ6ÿ>29S5298N<ÿ
O84J83ÿ6ÿ:<92>5648>ÿ;569<O25Z4 ÿÿV<ÿ4JLNÿ;2L3:ÿ4J64ÿ4J<ÿ223N484L4823ÿPO6Nÿ
6ÿS64>J=O25ZÿN<O3ÿ42K<4J<5ÿL3:<5ÿ4J<ÿS5<NNL5<ÿ2;ÿT82X4Jÿ489<ÿ63:ÿ<U<34NÿT7ÿ6ÿ
K52LSÿ2;ÿ<\45<9<37ÿ463<34<:ÿ:<92>5648>ÿS23848>863N4W ÿ
)84Jÿ5<NS<>4ÿ42ÿ4J<ÿ]5<64ÿ229S5298N<ÿ#2>J<ÿ2TN<5U<:ÿ4J64ÿ83ÿ4J<N<ÿ:<=
38T<564823Nÿ25ÿ83ÿS5<U82LNÿ23<Nÿ32ÿ:<SL47ÿJ6:ÿ83452:L><:8ÿX4J<25<48>63ÿ65KL=
9<34Nÿ;25ÿN464<ÿ58KJ4Nÿ25ÿ6ÿ;<:<5638N4ÿN<S6564823ÿ2;ÿS2O<5N4 ÿÿ#64J<5ÿJ<ÿ:<=
N>58T<:ÿ4J<ÿ:<T64<ÿ6Nÿ6ÿS56>48>63ÿ23<ÿ2U<5ÿK2U<539<3463ÿN45L8X>94L5<^ÿ4J<ÿ;8363ÿ
N45LKK3<ÿ;25ÿP6ÿL384657ÿN464<ÿO84JÿS653869<34657ÿNLS5<96>74W ÿÿ(Nÿ<U8:<3><ÿ
2;ÿ4J<ÿS56K9648>ÿ364L5<ÿ2;ÿ4J<ÿS52><<:83KNÿ#2>J<ÿS2834<:ÿ2L4ÿ4J64ÿ6;4<5ÿ4J<85ÿ
:<;<64ÿ64ÿ4J<ÿ]5<64ÿ229S5298N<ÿ4J<ÿN4523K<N4ÿ364823638N4NÿN89S37ÿ92U<:ÿ;25=
O65:ÿ42ÿ6:U63><ÿ4J<ÿ223U<34823_Nÿ><34563ÿ98NN82348XXÿ
`O2ÿS52983<34ÿJ8N425863Nÿ2;ÿ2L5ÿ:67R#8>J65:ÿa<<963ÿ63:ÿI6>Zÿ#6=
Z2U<RU8<Oÿ4J<ÿ]5<64ÿ229S5298N<ÿ6NÿS58965837ÿ6ÿN4257ÿ2;ÿS56K9648>ÿ:<38T<5=
648238Xbÿ4J2LKJÿO84JÿSJ832N2SJ8>63ÿS583>8S3<Nÿ<9T<::<:ÿ83ÿ4J<ÿ:<>8N882b73ÿÿ96Z=
83K4 ÿÿ)84J2L4ÿ4J<ÿ>29S5298N<ÿ4J<ÿ223U<34823ÿO2L3:ÿJ6U<ÿ;683<:4
%3ÿ/CÿCÿc Cÿ#8>J65:ÿa<<963ÿN464<:ÿ4J64ÿ92N4ÿ:<SL48<NÿPO<5<ÿ
9248U64<:ÿT7ÿN<3;=834<5<N4<:8bÿ8>63>L364823Nÿ2;ÿ4J<85ÿN464<N_ÿ5<3648U<ÿS2O<5ÿO84J83ÿ
4J<ÿ3<OÿK2U<539<34ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4W ÿÿM25ÿ<\69S3<ÿd2L4J<53ÿN464<NÿO634<:ÿ42ÿ<3NL5<ÿ
ÿ
ÿ8XY4ÿI2J3ÿ!4ÿ#2>J<ÿ?@ÿABCDC0ÿA@EÿFÿG Hÿ-BBÿCÿFCÿ ÿ(e4ÿ!f'4ÿd2%4ÿ#"14ÿ
9bbÿ9bbÿg8b8h4ÿ
ÿ8X[4ÿ1 ÿD.ÿ
ÿ8X4ÿiD.ÿ64ÿX84ÿ
ÿ8X4ÿ1 ÿD.ÿ64ÿX7b4ÿ
ÿ8X94ÿiD.ÿ64ÿX874ÿ
ÿ8XX4ÿ1 ÿD.ÿ
ÿ8Xb4ÿ1 ÿCHÿ324<Nÿ8b8j676ÿ63:ÿ6>>29S63783Kÿ4<\44ÿÿf3<ÿ6L4J25847ÿJ6NÿO5844<3^ÿÿ
aL4ÿ63723<ÿ;6983865ÿO84Jÿ4J<ÿS23848>Nÿ2;ÿ365K<ÿ>29S38>64<:ÿS238>7ÿ:<>8N823NÿO833ÿ5<>2K38k<ÿ
4J64ÿS23848>863Nÿ83ÿ4J<N<ÿN84L64823Nÿ4<4J<5ÿ4J<85ÿ83:8U8:L63ÿ:<>8N823Nÿ42ÿ:<<S37ÿJ<3:ÿS23848>63ÿ
2Tl<>48U<Nÿ63:ÿN4564<K8<N4ÿÿ̀J<N<ÿN4564<K8<Nÿ65<ÿ;3<\8T3<ÿ63:ÿJ65:ÿ42ÿL3>2U<5ÿ83ÿ8N2364823ÿTL4ÿ
4J<7ÿT<>29<ÿ925<ÿ<U8:<34ÿ83ÿ>32N<ÿN>5L4837ÿ2;ÿ4J<ÿCÿ2;ÿ>J28><Nÿ4J64ÿ96Z<ÿLSÿ6ÿ>29=
S3<\ÿS23848>63ÿS52:L>4ÿ38Z<ÿ6ÿ>23N484L48234ÿ
ÿ#fa"#`df&ÿBÿ324<ÿXÿ64ÿbj874ÿ
ÿ8b74ÿ1 ÿ)<TTÿBÿ324<ÿ898ÿ64ÿ688j864ÿ
ÿ8b84ÿa""e(&ÿBÿ324<ÿ6 ÿ64ÿ66Y4ÿ
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-./-ÿ-.0ÿ121-03ÿ24ÿ13/5062ÿ72839ÿ603/:;ÿ:;-/<-8=6ÿ/;9ÿ1230
ÿ&07ÿ";>3/;9ÿ
1-/-01ÿ7/;-09ÿ-2ÿ:;<60/10ÿ-.0:6ÿ.239ÿ2;ÿ-.0ÿ1.:??:;>ÿ:;981-6248=@ÿÿA270506ÿ.0ÿ
/312ÿ/<B;27309>09ÿ-./-ÿ-.0ÿ5:071ÿ24ÿ1230ÿ7060ÿ1./?09ÿCD2ÿ<2;1:906/-:2;1ÿ
-./-ÿ-6/;1<0;909ÿ?0--2ÿ1E8/DD3:;>ÿ2506ÿ:3/>:;09ÿ-.60/-1ÿ-2ÿ81=-/-0ÿ?27064F8=Gÿ
H003/;ÿ/312ÿ428;9ÿ?6:;<:?309ÿ?21:-:2;1ÿ:;ÿ-.0ÿ90D/-014 ÿÿ):-.ÿ601?0<-ÿ-2ÿ
-.0ÿI60/-ÿJ23?623:10ÿ.0ÿ;2-09ÿ-./-ÿ/3-.28>.ÿK/301ÿL/9:12;ÿ/;9ÿK/301ÿ):3M
12;ÿ7060ÿ4623ÿ-.0ÿ321-ÿ?2?83281ÿ1-/-01ÿN1:6>:;:/ÿ/;9ÿ!0;;1235/;:/Oÿ-.02ÿ/312ÿ
D03:0509ÿ-./-ÿ60?6010;-/-:50ÿ>2506;30;-ÿ903/;909ÿ?62?26-:2;/3ÿ60?6010;-/M
-:2;ÿ/;9ÿ-./-ÿ1-/-0ÿ>2506;30
;-1ÿ1.2839ÿ;2-ÿ./50ÿ0P<011:50ÿ/;9ÿ/8-.26:-2ÿ7:-.:;ÿ
8
=
-.0ÿ;/-:2;/3ÿ>2506;30;-4 ÿÿ(;9ÿ/3-.28>.ÿ90?8-:01ÿ4623ÿ-.0ÿ13/33ÿ1-/-01ÿ<06M
-/:;32ÿ7/;-09ÿ-2ÿ?62-0<-ÿ-.0:6ÿ1-/-01Qÿ:;-0601-1ÿ1230ÿ/312ÿ5:0709ÿ1-/-01ÿ/1ÿ:;M
9:1?0;1/D30ÿ8;:-1ÿ24ÿ?23:-:</3ÿ12<:0-248=9ÿ
K/<Bÿ#/B250ÿ901<6:D09ÿ-.0ÿ903:D06/-:2;1ÿ/1ÿ:;5235:;>ÿC/;ÿ8;<2;50;-:2;/3ÿ
/;9ÿ<23?30Pÿ:;-06?3/2ÿ24ÿ:90/1ÿ/;9ÿ:;-0601-1ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4F8=Rÿÿ(<<269:;>ÿ-2ÿ#/B250ÿ
-.0ÿ3/6>0ÿ1-/-01ÿ9:9ÿ;2-ÿ/--03?-ÿ-2ÿ<23?623:101Sÿ6/-.06ÿ-.02ÿ8;18<<01148332ÿ
128>.-ÿ-2ÿD60/Bÿ-.0ÿ680=1=:1-/;<0ÿ24ÿ-.0ÿ13/33ÿ1-/-01ÿ7:-.ÿ6/-:2;/3ÿ/6>830;-1ÿ/;9ÿ
/??0/31ÿ-2ÿ?6:;<:?304 ÿÿA270506ÿ.0ÿ428;9ÿ-./-ÿ-.06ÿ7173/33ÿ1-/-01ÿ?62509ÿ-2ÿD0ÿ
CD0--06ÿD3844061Fÿ-./;ÿ-.0:6ÿ3/6>0ÿ1-/-0ÿ<28;-06?/6-14 ÿ
#/B250ÿ/6>809ÿ-./-ÿ-.0ÿ3/6>0ÿ1-/-01ÿ?62509ÿ8;/D30ÿ-2ÿ9:13:11ÿ-.0ÿ:3M
?26-/;<0ÿ24ÿ1-/-01ÿ/1ÿ03030;-1ÿ24ÿ-.0ÿ;/-:2;Q1ÿ>2506;30;-ÿ26ÿ-.0:6ÿ:3?26-/;<0ÿ
:;ÿ3/:;-/:;:;>ÿ<:5:<ÿ322/3-2ÿ;26ÿ<2839ÿ-.02ÿ2506<230ÿ-.6078ÿ40/6ÿ24ÿ-.0ÿ13/33ÿ
1-/-01ÿ-./-ÿ-.0ÿ3/6>0ÿ1-/-01ÿ72839ÿ<2;1?:60ÿ/>/:;1-ÿ-.034 ÿÿ%;ÿ/99:-:2;ÿ-.0ÿ
3/6>0ÿ1-/-0ÿ/6>830;-ÿ426ÿ/ÿ60?6010;-/-:50ÿT0;/-0ÿ?/:9ÿ2;32ÿ3:;:3/3ÿ/--0;-:2;ÿ
-2ÿ-.0ÿ?6:;<:?30ÿ24ÿ?62?26-:2;/3ÿ60?6010;-/-:2;Sÿ:-ÿ7/1ÿ?6:3/6:32ÿ/;ÿ/6>830;-ÿ
901:>;09ÿ-2ÿ01-/D3:1.ÿ/ÿT0;/-0ÿ-./-ÿ72839ÿ.67/650ÿ:;90?0;90;<0ÿ4623ÿ1-/-0ÿ30>:1M
3/-8601ÿ;00909ÿ-2ÿ>8/69ÿ;/-:2;/3ÿ:;-0601-14 ÿ
ÿ

ÿ8=64ÿU ÿVWÿ/-ÿ@8RX@74ÿ
ÿ8=@4ÿU ÿVWÿ/-ÿ@69X6RSÿ ÿÿH(#H(TAÿYÿ;2-0ÿG8ÿ/-ÿ@9XR4ÿ
ÿ8=G4ÿH""L(&ÿYÿ;2-0ÿ6 ÿ/-ÿ66@4ÿ
ÿ8=4ÿU ÿZ[ÿ;2-01ÿ8=X=9ÿ/;9ÿ/<<23?/;2:;>ÿ-0P-4ÿ
ÿ8=4ÿU ÿH""L(&\ÿYÿ;2-0ÿ6 ÿ/-ÿ@@7X@84ÿ
ÿ8=94ÿU ÿVWÿ/-ÿ@@7X@64ÿ
ÿ8=R4ÿ#/B250ÿYÿ;2-0ÿ8ÿ/-ÿG9ÿN8=R9O4ÿ
ÿ8==4ÿU ÿVWÿ/-ÿG694ÿ
ÿ6774ÿT-050ÿL8;]03ÿ^_ÿ`_ÿZVÿabZÿc ZZbdÿeZÿfZÿ1(#T%ghÿgigj#Tÿ
.--?kll77745/61:-2-8-2614<23l0/632/306:</l0/632M/306:</M605:07l523830M@lm/<BM6/B250M/;9M26:>:M
;/3M30/;:;>1M/;M:;-065:07ÿN3/1-ÿ5:1:-09ÿj<-4ÿ6Gÿ6789O4ÿÿ
ÿ6784ÿU ÿ#(nj1"ÿYÿ;2-0ÿ6 ÿ/-ÿ9R4ÿ
ÿ6764ÿU ÿVWÿ/-ÿ9RX9=4ÿ
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%-ÿ./0/3212-3ÿ4-256/7ÿ174384529ÿ473:8/-5ÿ;4302-ÿ<233=2-ÿ/8132>/.ÿ56/ÿ
123252943ÿ=92/-52=5?=ÿ5223ÿ2@ÿ7233ÿ9433ÿ025/ÿ4-43>=2=ÿ52ÿ/A482-/ÿ=62@52-3ÿ92432522-=ÿ
2@ÿ=545/=4ÿÿB/ÿ.202./.ÿ56/ÿ;2-0/-522-?=ÿ528/32-/ÿ2-6572Dÿ1/722.=ÿ2-ÿC6296ÿ=545/=ÿ
7/4323-/.ÿ56/8=/30/=ÿ2-52ÿ567//ÿ.2@@/72-3ÿ92432522-=4 ÿÿE6/ÿ567//ÿ1/722.=ÿC/7/ÿ
F8Gÿ56/ÿ2-25243ÿ./H45/ÿ20/7ÿC6/56/7ÿ56/ÿ;2-0/-522-ÿ=62:3.ÿ17212=/ÿ4ÿ12C/7@:3ÿ
2-./1/-./-5ÿ-4522-43ÿ320/7-8/-5ÿF6Gÿ56/ÿ./H45/ÿ20/7ÿ9288/79/ÿ4-.ÿ56/ÿ=340/ÿ
574./ÿ4-.ÿFDGÿ56/ÿ./H45/ÿ20/7ÿ566/7ÿK1721/7ÿH434-9/ÿ2@ÿ12C/7ÿ482-3ÿ56/ÿ"A/9:I
520/ÿ56/ÿJ/-45/ÿ4-.ÿ56/ÿJ545/=4 ÿÿE6/ÿ./H45/ÿ20/7ÿ7/17/=/-54522-ÿ2-93:.26-73ÿ
7/17/=/-54522-ÿ2-ÿ56/ÿB2:=/ÿ4-.ÿJ/-45/ÿ@433=ÿ2-ÿ56/ÿ@27=5ÿ7/4323-8/-54 ÿÿ
)2562-ÿ5645ÿ1/722.ÿ56/ÿ3473/ÿ=545/=L6/4023>ÿ121:345/.ÿ27ÿ/A1/952-3ÿ52ÿH/I
928/ÿ6/4023>ÿ121:345/.L4323-/.ÿ4342-=5ÿ56/ÿ=8433ÿ=545/=ÿ562=/ÿC256ÿ3/==ÿ121I
:34522-467ÿÿJ5233ÿ.:72-3ÿ56/ÿ./H45/ÿ3/4.2-3ÿ:1ÿ52ÿ56/ÿM7/45ÿ;2817282=/ÿ56/ÿ
92432522-=ÿ=62@5/.ÿ=28/C645ÿ4=ÿ!/--=>304-24ÿ4-.ÿ12732-24ÿ94=5ÿ2-./1/-./-5ÿ
025/=ÿ2-ÿ=28/ÿ2==:/=4679ÿ
<233=2-ÿ@:756/7ÿ@2:-.ÿ5645ÿ123252943ÿ56/27>ÿFN6236/7Oÿ3/0/3ÿ96229/=Gÿ.282I
-45/.ÿ.:72-3ÿ=28/ÿ1475=ÿ2@ÿ56/ÿ;2-0/-5226-7ÿP4-.ÿ2-5/7/=5ÿ372:1ÿ1232529=ÿFN32C/7Oÿ
3/0/3ÿ96229/=Gÿ.282-45/.ÿ45ÿ256/7ÿ528/=4 ÿÿ$:72-3ÿ56/ÿ./H45/ÿ20/7ÿ677/R17/=/-I
54522-ÿ6/ÿ473:/.ÿ5645ÿ56/ÿ./1:52/=ÿC/7/ÿ84Q2-3ÿ32C/7ÿ3/0/3ÿ96229/=4 ÿ
(9927.2-3ÿ52ÿ62=ÿ473:8/-5ÿ4ÿ97252943ÿ/0/-5ÿC4=ÿ56/ÿ;2-0/-522-?=ÿ./92=22-ÿ
2-ÿ<:-/ÿ86ÿ52ÿ92:-5ÿ=340/=ÿ4=ÿ567//I@2@56=ÿ2@ÿ4ÿ1/7=2-ÿ2-ÿ./5/782-2-3ÿ7/17/=/-I
54522-ÿ2-ÿ56/ÿB2:=/ÿ2-ÿ/A964-3/ÿ@27ÿ7/S:272-3ÿ=545/=ÿ52ÿ92:-5ÿ=340/=ÿ562=ÿC4>ÿ
2-ÿ9439:3452-6837ÿ4ÿ=545/?=ÿ54Aÿ2H3234522-L56/ÿ54AÿH:7./-ÿH/2-3ÿH4=/.ÿ2-ÿ4ÿ=545/?=ÿ
121:34522-4 ÿÿT27/20/7ÿC256ÿ56/ÿ./92=22-ÿ52ÿ52/ÿ7/17/=/-54522-ÿ2-ÿ56/ÿB2:=/ÿ
52ÿ4ÿ7/3:347ÿ9/-=:=ÿ56/ÿJ2:56/7-ÿ=545/=ÿ17/=:8/.ÿ5645ÿ56/>ÿC2:3.ÿH/ÿ56/ÿ9/-I
5/7=ÿ2@ÿ121:63848522-ÿ372C56ÿ4-.ÿ92:3.ÿ322Qÿ@27C47.ÿ52ÿ84U2725>ÿ12C/7ÿ2-ÿ56/ÿ
-/47ÿ@:5:7/4 ÿÿ(5ÿ562=ÿ122-5ÿ56/ÿJ2:56/7-ÿ=545/=ÿ/-U2>/.ÿ2-97/4=/.ÿ123252943ÿ
12C/7ÿ2-ÿ56/ÿB2:=/ÿ4-.ÿC/7/ÿ3/==ÿ21126=8/6.ÿ52ÿ4ÿ7/.:9522-ÿ2@ÿ12C/7ÿ7/=:352-3ÿ
@728ÿ/S:43ÿ7/17/=/-54522-ÿ2-ÿ56/ÿJ/-45/4 ÿ
<233=2-?=ÿ473:8/-5ÿ64=ÿ172H3/84529ÿ/3/8/-5=4ÿÿB/ÿ7/32/.ÿ2-ÿ7233ÿ9433ÿ025/=ÿ
ÿ
ÿ67D4ÿV ÿ<%''JW&ÿXÿ-25/ÿPÿ45ÿD8YDKÿ6774ÿ
ÿ67K4ÿV ÿZ[ÿ45ÿD8YDK4ÿ
ÿ674ÿV ÿZ[ÿ45ÿ69YDK4ÿ
ÿ674ÿV ÿZ[ÿ45ÿDDÿ6774ÿ
ÿ6794ÿV ÿZ[ÿ45ÿDD4ÿÿÿ
ÿ67P4ÿV ÿZ[ÿ45ÿ8Y84ÿ
ÿ67R4ÿV ÿZ[ÿ45ÿK4ÿ
ÿ6874ÿV ÿZ[ÿ45ÿ99ÿRYRR4ÿÿ
ÿ6884ÿV ÿZ[ÿ
ÿ6864ÿV ÿZ[ÿ
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,-./20.ÿ1-2.-340-2/-34ÿ56.,663ÿ72.62ÿ23ÿ89:2;ÿ-22062ÿ931ÿ72.62ÿ./9.ÿ,6;6ÿ<;2=
>610;93ÿ2;ÿ323>23.;276;2-93ÿ931ÿ./02ÿ2?ÿ3-8-.61ÿ2-43-?->93>6468@ÿÿ(2ÿ?2;ÿ/-2ÿ
;63-93>6ÿ23ÿ./6ÿ1659.62ÿ./6;6ÿ-2ÿ>232-16;9536ÿ2<6>039.-23ÿ-37237614ÿÿ%.ÿ-2ÿ03=
>369;ÿ,/6./6;ÿ./6ÿ16<0.-62Aÿ2<66>/62ÿ931ÿ72.62ÿ<;276ÿ-3.63.-2393ÿ89>/-39.-232ÿ
.2ÿ9>/-676ÿ93ÿ631ÿ2;ÿ,/6./6;ÿ./6Bÿ2/2,ÿ233Bÿ>2-3>-163.93ÿ6763.2ÿ2;ÿ6763.2ÿ
233Bÿ322263Bÿ>2336>.614ÿ
(322ÿ68<32B-34ÿ9ÿ/-4/3Bÿ22</-2.->9.61ÿ;233ÿ>933ÿ9393B2-2ÿ<23-.->93ÿ2>-63=
.-2.2ÿC6;68Bÿ!2<6ÿ931ÿD/9,3ÿE;6-6;ÿ<;2<2261ÿ9ÿ>2336>.-23ÿ56.,663ÿ./6ÿF23=
763.-23A2ÿ16>-2-23ÿ.2ÿ>203.ÿ239762ÿ92ÿ./;66=?-?./2ÿ2?ÿ698ÿH<6;223ÿ-3ÿ>93>039.-34ÿ
;6<;6263.9.-23ÿ931ÿ-.2ÿ72.6ÿ23ÿ./6ÿG;69.ÿF28<;28-264 ÿÿE/6Bÿ?2>0261ÿ23ÿ./6ÿ
.,2ÿ>;-.->93ÿ72.62ÿ9.ÿ./6ÿG;69.ÿF28<;28-26Iÿ./6ÿ6=6ÿ1-7-161ÿ72.6ÿ2?ÿ./6ÿJ92=
29>/026..2ÿ163649.-6283ÿÿ931ÿ&2;./ÿF9;23-39A2ÿ72.6ÿ-3ÿ?972;ÿ2?ÿ6K093ÿ;6<;6263.9=
.-23ÿ-3ÿ./6ÿD639.64
(2ÿ?2;ÿJ9229>/026..2ÿ./6Bÿ204462.ÿ./9.ÿ./6ÿF23763.-23ÿ1659.62ÿ<6;=
209161ÿ.,2ÿ2?ÿ./6ÿ16<0.-62ÿ.2ÿ8216;9.6ÿ./6-;ÿ<22-.-232468ÿÿL2,676;ÿ;6>24=
3-M-34ÿ./6ÿ3-8-.9.-232ÿ2?ÿ./6-;ÿ9393B2-2ÿ931ÿ2?ÿ./6ÿ12>6089863.9;Bÿ;6>2;1ÿ./6Bÿ
2??6;ÿ./6ÿ204462.-23ÿ,-./20.ÿ9ÿ?-;8ÿ>288-.863.ÿ.2ÿ-.4 ÿÿ(2ÿ?2;ÿ&2;./ÿF9;2=
3-39ÿ./6Bÿ?-31ÿ9ÿ/-4/ÿ<;2595-3-.Bÿ./9.ÿ-.2ÿ16<0.-62ÿ,6;6ÿ2,9B61ÿ5Bÿ./6ÿF23763=
.-23A2ÿ16>-2-23ÿ.2ÿ>203.ÿ9ÿ23976ÿ92ÿ./;66=?-?./2ÿ2?ÿ9ÿ<6;223ÿ?2;ÿ<0;<226682Nÿ2?ÿ16=
.6;8-3-34ÿ/2,ÿ893Bÿ;6<;6263.9.-762ÿ9ÿ2.9.6ÿ,2031ÿ/976ÿ-3ÿ./6ÿL20264 ÿÿE/6Bÿ
>23>616ÿ./9.ÿ56>9026ÿ2?ÿ-.2ÿ3-8-.9.-232ÿ./6ÿ86./212324Bÿ1262ÿ32.ÿ;036ÿ20.ÿ
2./6;ÿ/B<2./6262468Oÿ
(3./204/ÿ./6ÿ2.9.-2.->93ÿ9393B262ÿ2?ÿC-33223ÿ!2<6ÿ931ÿE;6-6;ÿ20<<2;.ÿ9ÿ
<;9489.->ÿ-3.6;<;6.9.-23ÿ2?ÿ./6ÿG;69.ÿF28<;28-26ÿ./6Bÿ12ÿ32.ÿ911;622ÿ9ÿ
ÿ
ÿ68@4ÿP ÿQRÿ9.ÿ6OS@74ÿ
ÿ68H4ÿP ÿC6;68BÿF4ÿ!2<6ÿTÿD/9,3ÿE;6-6;ÿU VQVWÿXÿYÿZÿÿXÿ[ Qÿ
ZVVVÿ\ÿ]^_^`ÿa bVÿVQÿcWVQÿ\\ÿVÿXÿPVÿVQÿPÿ ÿ(J4ÿC4ÿ!d'4ÿDF%4ÿ
6NOÿ6OHS@7Hÿe6788f4ÿ
ÿ684ÿP ÿQRÿ9.ÿ6NOSO74ÿ
ÿ684ÿP ÿQRÿ9.ÿ6OO4ÿ
ÿ6894ÿP ÿQRÿ
ÿ68N4ÿP ÿQRÿ9.ÿ@7@S7H4ÿ
ÿ68O4ÿP ÿQRÿ9.ÿ6O6ÿ34H4ÿ
)6ÿ;6>243-M6ÿ./9.ÿ./6;6ÿ9;6ÿ2./6;ÿ<222-536ÿ76;2-232ÿ2?ÿ163-56;9.-23ÿ9.ÿ./6ÿ>23763.-234ÿÿ%.ÿ-2ÿ
>6;.9-33Bÿ<222-536ÿ./9.ÿ-31-7-1093ÿ163649.62ÿ89Bÿ/976ÿ>286ÿ.2ÿ563-676ÿ./9.ÿ2286ÿ>28<;2=
8-26ÿ,92ÿ36>6229;Bÿ.2ÿ6320;6ÿ93ÿ94;66863.ÿ23ÿ9ÿ36,ÿ>232.-.0.-23ÿ931ÿ72.61ÿ9>>2;1-343Bÿ
23ÿ./6ÿ?-393ÿ72.6ÿ,-./20.ÿ3697-34ÿ93Bÿ2./6;ÿ.;9>6ÿ2?ÿ./6-;ÿ93.6;61ÿ./-3g-34ÿ-3ÿ./6ÿ;233ÿ>933ÿ
;6>2;14ÿÿh0.ÿ./-2ÿ-2ÿ32.ÿ>369;3Bÿ9ÿ?932-?-9536ÿ/B<2./62-2ÿ931ÿ-2ÿ./6;6?2;6ÿ56B231ÿ./6ÿ2>2<6ÿ
2?ÿ,/9.ÿ;233ÿ>933ÿ9393B2-2ÿ>93ÿ-3308-39.64ÿÿÿ
iQRÿ
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-./0/-13ÿ1234-0ÿ25ÿ064ÿ74-/2/284ÿÿ964ÿ71:ÿ1504.ÿ064ÿ;28<480/28ÿ<204ÿ064ÿ743=0/42ÿ
25ÿ064ÿ31.>4ÿ201042ÿ-6224ÿ820ÿ02ÿ244?ÿ1ÿ.4-282/74.10/284667ÿÿ%82/>602ÿ/802ÿ06/2ÿÿ
74-/2/28ÿ@2=37ÿA4ÿ<13=1A34Bÿ62@4<4.ÿ1ÿ.233ÿ-133ÿ1813:2/2ÿ7242ÿ820ÿ177.422ÿ/04
CDÿEFÿGÿ
964ÿH220ÿ3.2H/8480ÿ187ÿ-280.2<4.2/13ÿ202.:ÿ25ÿ1ÿ-2823/.102./13ÿ2-64H4ÿ
3/42ÿ/8ÿ;61.342ÿI41.7J2ÿKFÿFÿLFFÿMÿNÿEFOFÿMÿNÿ
PFQÿG4668ÿÿ%8ÿ6/2ÿ8R8SÿA22?ÿI41.7ÿ1.>=47ÿ0610ÿ@41306:ÿ3.234.0:ÿ2@8T
4.2ÿ7.15047ÿ064ÿ;2820/0=0/28ÿ02ÿ3.2046-606ÿÿ064/.ÿ2@8ÿ/804.4202ÿ02ÿ064ÿ740./H480ÿ25ÿ
2H133ÿ51.H4.2ÿ187ÿ064ÿ32@4.ÿ-3122424
)/06ÿ.4234-0ÿ02ÿ064ÿ20.=-0=.4ÿ25ÿ>2<4.8H480ÿ64ÿ52=87ÿ0610ÿ064ÿ742/>8ÿ
@2=37ÿ34.H/0ÿU3/0034ÿ3.2A1A/3/0:ÿ25ÿ1ÿ-2HH28ÿ/804.420ÿ02ÿ-4H480ÿ06664S24ÿ7/554.480ÿ
A.18-642ÿ/8ÿ1ÿ3.47/34-0/28ÿ52.ÿ18:ÿ6361W.0/-=31.ÿ-3122ÿ25ÿ434-02.24V ÿÿ$/554.480ÿ
>.2=32ÿ@2=37ÿ-280.23ÿ41-6ÿA.18-64 ÿÿ964ÿ342334ÿ@2=37ÿ-280.23ÿ064ÿX2=24ÿ
064ÿ20104ÿ34>/2310=.42ÿ@2=37ÿ-280.23ÿ064ÿY48104ÿ187ÿ323=31.3:ÿ-62248ÿ434-02.2ÿ
@2=37ÿ2434-0ÿ064ÿ"Z4-=0/<4466ÿÿX4ÿ82047ÿ0610ÿ/8ÿ89[9ÿ064ÿY48104ÿ@12ÿ434-047ÿ
A:ÿ20104ÿ34>/2310=.42ÿ@6224ÿ6H4
HA4.26/3ÿ@12ÿU13H220ÿ=8/52.H3:ÿA1247ÿ28ÿ
3.234.0:ÿ\=13/5/-10/282ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4V6ÿ
96/2ÿ1..18>4H480ÿ617ÿ18ÿ4-282H/-ÿ-2.2331.:]ÿU03.234.0:ÿ/804.4202ÿH1:ÿ
06.2=>6ÿ064/.ÿ2=34./2.ÿ@4/>60ÿ/8ÿ32@4.ÿ187ÿ/80433/>48-4ÿ24-=.4ÿ17<1801>42=2ÿ
34>/2310/28ÿ@6484<4.ÿ84-4221.:ÿ187ÿ064:ÿH1:ÿ61609ÿ064ÿ21H4ÿ0/H4ÿ2A01/8ÿ/HH=8T
/0:ÿ5.2Hÿ-280.23ÿA:ÿ31.3/1H4801.:ÿH1^2./0/424V ÿÿ96=2ÿ064ÿ84@ÿ>2<4.8H480J2ÿ
20.=-0=6.64[ÿ@2=37ÿ3.4<480ÿ18:ÿ718>4.ÿ02ÿ064ÿ3.234.0/47ÿH/82./0:ÿ5.2Hÿ064ÿH1T
^2./0:4 ÿÿ(--2.7/8>ÿ02ÿI41.7ÿ/0ÿ@12ÿU7.1@8ÿ@/06ÿ626=R34.Aÿ2?/33ÿA:ÿH48ÿ@6224ÿ
3.234.0:ÿ/804.4202ÿ@4.4ÿ/HH47/1043:ÿ10ÿ201?4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4V ÿ
I41.7ÿ62@4<4.ÿ748/47ÿ0610ÿ64ÿ@12ÿ1224.0/8>ÿ18ÿ/80480/2813ÿ-2823/.1-:46S7ÿÿ
ÿ
ÿ6674ÿG ÿ6ÿ_(##(&$ÿOÿ8204ÿSÿ10ÿ8R`674ÿ
ÿ6684ÿG ÿ;X(#'"YÿI"(#$ÿ(&ÿ";a&ab%;ÿ%&9"#!#"9(9%a&ÿa_ÿ9X"ÿ;a&Y9%9c9%a&ÿa_ÿ9X"ÿc&%9"$ÿ
Y9(9"Yÿd8R8Se4ÿÿÿ
ÿ6664ÿG ÿQDÿ
ÿ66S4ÿLQDÿ10ÿ874ÿ
ÿ66W4ÿG ÿQDÿ10ÿ88`64ÿÿ
ÿ664ÿG ÿQDÿÿ
ÿ664ÿLQDÿ10ÿ884ÿ
ÿ6694ÿLQDÿ
ÿ66[4ÿLQDÿ
ÿ66R4ÿLQDÿ10ÿ8[[4ÿ
ÿ6S74ÿ;X(#'"YÿI"(#$ÿ(&ÿ";a&ab%;ÿ%&9"#!#"9(9%a&ÿa_ÿ9X"ÿ;a&Y9%9c9%a&ÿa_ÿ9X"ÿc&%9"$ÿ
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%-ÿ./0ÿ/-1223451/2-ÿ12ÿ1.6ÿ878ÿ2694:3/5;1/2-ÿ.6ÿ01;163ÿ1.;1ÿ652-2</5ÿ36162=
</-/0<ÿ>?;0ÿ-6@62ÿ/-ÿ<Aÿ</-3Bÿ-22ÿ32ÿ%ÿ1./-Cÿ1.;1ÿ/1ÿ/0ÿ6D93/5/1ÿ22ÿ/<93/5/1ÿ/-ÿ
1.6ÿ9;E60ÿ?./5.ÿF2332?4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ%-ÿ01.6ÿF/633ÿ2Fÿ./0122Aÿ%ÿF/-3ÿ?.;1ÿG;5./;@633/ÿ
F24-3ÿHÿIHJÿ;-3ÿJ688ÿ;31.24E.ÿ1.6ÿ:24-3;2/60ÿ:61?66-ÿ1.6<ÿ
5;--21ÿ:6ÿ0.;293Aÿ363/</1634K ÿ
(31.24E.ÿL6;23ÿ5.;2163ÿ1./0ÿ652-2</5ÿ-;22;1/@6ÿ.6ÿ-6E365163ÿ12ÿ0499221ÿ
./0ÿ1.60/0ÿ?/1.ÿ;-ÿ/-@601/E;1/2-ÿ2Fÿ1.6ÿ52/1/5;3ÿM2-@6-1/2-ÿ@21604ÿÿN45.ÿ;-ÿ/-=
O4/2Aÿ?2433ÿ.;@6ÿ2FF6263ÿ;ÿ2/5.62ÿ6D93;-;1/2-ÿ2Fÿ1.6ÿ3636E;160Pÿ52-34514ÿ
&21ÿ4-1/3ÿ1.6ÿ3;16ÿ8770ÿ;-3ÿ8770ÿ3/3ÿ922F600/2-;3ÿ./0122/;-0ÿ3/00651ÿ
L6;23P0ÿ2606;25.ÿ;-3ÿ;-;3A0/0ÿ/-ÿ361;/3ÿ;-3ÿ3653;26ÿ1.6<ÿ?;-1/-E4ÿÿQ222601ÿ
G5$2-;33P0ÿR ÿ6S88ÿTUÿVSÿJÿWXJÿIÿSÿYJHJ686ÿ;-3ÿ
ÿTHZHÿ[JH ÿ;26ÿ1.6ÿ<201ÿ-21;:36ÿ?22C04ÿÿ(55223/-Eÿ12ÿ\2232-ÿ)223ÿ
962.;90ÿ1.6ÿ<201ÿ922</-6-1ÿ54226-1ÿ./0122/;-ÿ2Fÿ1.;1ÿ62;ÿ1.6ÿL6;23ÿ1.60/0ÿ>/-ÿ
;ÿ-;222?ÿ06-06ÿ6/08]ÿ4-36-/;:3Aÿ36;3Kÿ;-3ÿ>02ÿ52436ÿ1.;1ÿ-2ÿF421.62ÿ1/<6ÿ0.2433ÿ
:6ÿ096-1ÿ2-ÿ/14K ÿÿN1/33ÿL6;23ÿ.;0ÿ./0ÿ36F6-3620ÿ;1ÿ36;01ÿF22ÿ1.6ÿ922920/1/2-ÿ
1.;1ÿ?6ÿ0.2433ÿ;5C-2?363E6ÿ1.;1ÿ1.6ÿQ2;<620ÿ?626ÿ3;2E63Aÿ;FF346-1ÿ;-3ÿ52-=
562-63ÿ?/
1.ÿ52-012451/-Eÿ;ÿE2@62-<6-1ÿ1.;1ÿ?2433ÿ3/</1ÿ1.6ÿ6D560060ÿ2Fÿ36=
<252;5A468ÿ
Q222601ÿG5$2-;33ÿ;302ÿ6-1;-E363ÿ./<063Fÿ/-ÿ;-21.62ÿ52-09/2;5Aÿ0122A4ÿÿ%-ÿ
./0ÿ87 ÿ:22CÿÿTHZHÿ[JHÿ.6ÿ3;/3ÿ1.6ÿ0455600ÿ2Fÿ1.6ÿ@216ÿ2-ÿ1.6ÿ\26;1ÿ
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724C2ÿ]8ÿg4ÿ]/ÿ8888ÿ886_69ÿb6/ÿR344ÿ8II8cÿi?ÿj<ÿ>:ÿ)35C2.53.ÿL4ÿR30Nÿ2@ÿ&4h4ÿ89ÿW4X4ÿ8ÿ
b8IIceÿ&2L-/-ÿL4ÿ)-0S3.5ÿI88ÿg46/ÿ88 ÿ8 _9ÿbI01ÿR344ÿ8II7ceÿR2.5K724ÿ".24ANÿR2K.C33ÿL4ÿ
g2/4ÿ".24ANÿ#2AK3-024NÿR277V.4ÿ9]ÿg46/ÿ86 ÿ88ÿb$4R4ÿR344ÿ8IG6ceÿk2/2ÿL4ÿ&-0V3ÿ$272C4-03Cÿ
!-40Nÿ86ÿg46/ÿ8]76ÿ8]79_7Gÿb$4R4ÿR344ÿ8I98ceÿY-CS52.ÿL4ÿ`A33L32ÿ86ÿg46/ÿ8]]]ÿ8]]ÿb901ÿR344ÿ
8I97c4ÿ
ÿ6894ÿ]9ÿW4X4ÿ8ÿb8I8c4ÿ
ÿ68G4ÿ]IÿW4X4ÿ8Gÿb8I6c4ÿ
ÿ68I4ÿ]96ÿW4X4ÿ]Gÿb8I]c4ÿ
ÿ674ÿ= ÿDEÿ]IÿW4X4ÿ-0ÿ8IG_6784ÿ
ÿ684ÿ= ÿHÿ]96ÿW4X4ÿ-0ÿ]9_G84ÿ
ÿ664ÿ= ÿ?:ÿ-0ÿ]9I4ÿ
ÿ6]4ÿl?:ÿ-0ÿ]G84ÿÿ[Q12ÿC2.C2B032.ÿ2@ÿB23303C-3ÿ2PK-330Nÿ@427ÿ012ÿ$2C3-4-032.ÿ2@ÿ%./2B2./2.C2ÿ02ÿ
'3.C23.m5ÿU200N5MK4Aÿ(//4255ÿ02ÿ012ÿg3@022.01ÿX2L2.022.01ÿ-./ÿ&3.2022.01ÿ(72./72.05ÿC-.ÿ72-.ÿ
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281<>2-1ÿ=24894=31ÿ/8:ÿ-.121?221ÿ>423/-1:ÿ-.1ÿ7286-4-@-4284 ÿÿ%8ÿ281ÿ:46-249-ÿ
;.49.ÿ4893@:1:ÿ-.1ÿ94-Bÿ2?ÿ(-3/8-/ÿ-.1ÿ8@CD12ÿ2?ÿ>2-126ÿ;/6ÿ-;2ÿ-2ÿ-.211ÿ-4C16ÿ
/6ÿ321/-ÿ/6ÿ48ÿ2-.12ÿ:46-249-646 ÿÿE.@6ÿ-.1ÿ>2-126ÿ48ÿ-.1ÿ?22C12ÿ:46-249-ÿ./:ÿ283Bÿ
281ÿ72832166428/3ÿ21=21618-/-4>1ÿ/68:ÿ3/9F1:ÿ-.1ÿ6/C1ÿ:13211ÿ2?ÿ21=21618-/<
-428ÿ/6ÿ-.1ÿ>2-126ÿ48ÿ2-.12ÿ:46-249-64 ÿ
%8ÿGÿH@6-491ÿ$2@33/6ÿ322F1:ÿ-2ÿ-.1ÿ"I@/3ÿ!22-19-428ÿ93/@61ÿ-2ÿ48>/34<
:/-1ÿC/3/==22-428C18-ÿ48ÿ6-/-1ÿ1319-4286469ÿÿ%8ÿJ Kÿ.2;1>12ÿH@6-491ÿ
L3/9Fÿ;24-483ÿ?22ÿ-.1ÿC/M224-Bÿ322F1:ÿ-2ÿ(2-4931ÿ8ÿN19-428ÿ6ÿ2?ÿ-.1ÿ7286-4-@<
-428ÿ;.49.ÿC/8:/-16ÿOE.1ÿP2@61ÿ2?ÿ#1=21618-/-4>16ÿ6./33ÿD1ÿ92C=261:ÿ2?ÿ
Q1
CD126ÿ9.2618ÿ1>12Bÿ61928:ÿR1/2ÿDBÿ-.1ÿ!12=31ÿ2?ÿ-.1ÿ61>12/3ÿN-/-16ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
4S6TÿÿP1ÿ9286-2@1:ÿODB6ÿ-.U1ÿ!12=31Sÿ-2ÿ21I@421ÿ=22=22-428/3ÿ21=21618-/-428ÿ48ÿ
72832166428/3ÿ:46-249-64 ÿÿ%8ÿ62ÿ:2483ÿ.1ÿ82-1:ÿ-.1ÿ;22:483ÿ48ÿ(2-4931ÿ8ÿN19<
-428ÿ6ÿ73/@61ÿVWÿO#1=21618-/-4>16ÿ/8:ÿ:4219-ÿE/X16ÿ6./33ÿD1ÿ/==22-4281:ÿ
/C283ÿ-.1ÿ61>12/3ÿN-/-16ÿ;.49.ÿC/6B7ÿD1ÿ4893@:1:ÿ;4-.48ÿ-.46ÿY8428ÿ/9922:483ÿ
-2ÿ-.142ÿ216=19-4>1ÿ&@CD126ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4S ÿ
%8ÿJ KÿH@6-491ÿP@32ÿL3/9Fÿ322F1:ÿ-2ÿ-.1ÿ.46-22Bÿ2?ÿ-.1ÿ021/-ÿ72C<
=22C461ÿ/8:ÿ?2@8:ÿ/ÿ.1/-1:ÿ928?349-ÿ-./-ÿ18:1:ÿ48ÿ9289434/-22Bÿ92C=22C461468ÿÿ
P1ÿ82-1:ÿ-./-ÿ-.1ÿ:1D/-1ÿ2>12ÿ9286-4-@-483ÿ-.1ÿ8/-42686/3ÿ313463/-@21ÿO=2194=4<
-/-1:ÿ-.1ÿC26-ÿD4--12ÿ928-22>126Bÿ2?ÿ-.1ÿ728>18-4284S ÿÿE.2@3.ÿ.46ÿ;22:6ÿ/21ÿ
62C1;./-ÿ/CD43@2@6ÿH@6-491ÿL3/9Fÿ611C1:ÿ-2ÿ611ÿ-.1ÿ21623@-428ÿ92C483ÿ?22Cÿ
/ÿC2>1ÿ-2;/2:ÿ9289434/-428ÿ=22C2-1:ÿDBÿL18M/C48ÿZ2/8F348Wÿ
N2C1ÿ:1313/-4286ÿ-.21/-181:ÿ-2ÿ;4-.:2/;ÿ?22Cÿ-.1ÿ728>18-428ÿ4?ÿ-.1Bÿ
:4:ÿ82-ÿ31-ÿ-.142ÿ;/B4ÿÿN11483ÿ-.1ÿ928-22>126Bÿ322;483ÿ6./2=12ÿ/8:ÿ
1C2-4286ÿ246483ÿ-.1ÿ;461ÿ/8:ÿ.43.3Bÿ216=19-1:ÿL18M/C48ÿZ2/8F348ÿ
/2261ÿ/8:ÿ=31/:1:ÿ;4-.ÿ-.1ÿ:1313/-16ÿ28ÿD2-.ÿ64:16ÿ-2ÿO=/2-ÿ;4-.ÿ62C1ÿ
2?ÿ-.142ÿ:1C/8:6ÿ48ÿ22:12ÿ-./-ÿ-.1BÿC/BÿM248ÿ48ÿ62C1ÿ/992CC2:/-483ÿ
ÿ

ÿ6A4ÿ[ ÿ)16D122Bÿ>4ÿN/8:126ÿV9ÿY4N4ÿ8ÿ9\Uÿ]8UA^4ÿÿ
ÿ6 4ÿ[ ÿ_ÿ̀/-ÿ6ÿT4ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿ[ ÿ_ÿ̀/-ÿ64ÿ
ÿ694ÿ[ ÿGÿV96ÿY4N4ÿ/-ÿV94ÿ
ÿ6T4ÿJ KÿV9ÿY4N4ÿ/-ÿVÿ]94-483ÿY4N4ÿ7a&NE4ÿ/2-ÿ%ÿbÿ6^4ÿ
ÿ6U4ÿ[ ÿ_ÿ̀/-ÿ9\U4ÿ
ÿ674ÿ[ ÿ_ÿ̀/-ÿ9ÿ84Uÿ]I@2-483ÿY4N4ÿ7a&NE4ÿ/2-ÿ%ÿbÿ6ÿ934ÿV^4ÿ
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%2ÿ45/1067ÿ8396:;/ÿ<7./022ÿ2=ÿ1>7ÿ>0/12.?6@ÿA.92:302;/ÿ-379ÿ-.2<7Bÿ/56C
67//=53Dÿ
(1ÿ39/1ÿ1>2/7ÿE>2ÿ/5--2.17Bÿ.7-.7/72191022ÿ2=ÿ1>7ÿ-72-37ÿ02ÿF21>ÿ
>25/7/ÿ92Bÿ1>2/7ÿE>2ÿ/5--2.17Bÿ01ÿ02ÿ2701>7.ÿE7.7ÿF.25G>1ÿ12G71>7.ÿ
/2H7ÿ7I-.7//02Gÿ1>7ÿ=79.ÿ1>91ÿ0=ÿ1>7?ÿB0Bÿ221ÿ.76226037ÿ1>70.ÿB0==7.C
7267/ÿJ/2H7ÿ=2.70G2ÿ/E2.BÿE033ÿ-.2F9F3?ÿB2ÿ1>7ÿE2.:ÿ=2.ÿ5/4KÿÿL>7ÿ
B79B326:ÿE9/ÿ=02933?ÿF.2:72ÿE>72ÿ9ÿH9M2.01?ÿ2=ÿ1>7ÿN1917/ÿ9G.77Bÿ12ÿ
E>91ÿ>9/ÿF772ÿ69337Bÿ1>7ÿO.791ÿP2H-.2H0/7ÿF9/7Bÿ22ÿ9ÿ-.2-2/93ÿ
E>06>ÿ>9BÿF772ÿ.7-7917B3?ÿ69B<9267BÿF?ÿ#2G7.ÿN>7.H92ÿ92Bÿ21>7.ÿ
B737G917/ÿ=.2HÿP22276106514 ÿ
45/1067ÿ8396:ÿ1>5/ÿ622635B7BÿJ%1ÿE253BÿB7=791ÿ1>7ÿ-.0260-37ÿ/237H23?ÿ7HC
F2B07Bÿ02ÿ1>7ÿO.791ÿP2H-.2H0/7ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ=2.ÿ5/ÿ12ÿ>23Bÿ1>91ÿE01>02ÿ1>7ÿN1917/ÿ
37G0/3915.7/ÿH9?ÿB.9Eÿ1>7ÿ3027/ÿ2=ÿ622G.7//02293ÿB0/1.061/ÿ02ÿ/56>ÿ9ÿE9?ÿ9/ÿ612ÿ
G0<7ÿ/2H7ÿ<217./ÿ9ÿG.7917.ÿ<2067ÿ02ÿ6>22/02Gÿ9ÿP22G.7//H92ÿ1>92ÿ21>7./4K ÿÿ
Q0/ÿ9.G5H721ÿ1>5/ÿ>903/ÿ1>7ÿO.791ÿP2H-.2H0/7ÿ9/ÿ9ÿ=252B9102293ÿ9G.77H721ÿ
1>91ÿ/5GG7/1/ÿ221ÿ9ÿ632/7ÿ<217ÿF51ÿ9ÿ622/72/5/ÿ92Bÿ>0/ÿ9667-19267ÿ2=ÿ1>0/ÿ96C
62521ÿ2=ÿ622/72/5/ÿ72625.9G7/ÿ>0Hÿ12ÿ=02Bÿ1>91ÿ1>7ÿ-.0260-37ÿ2=ÿ-.2-2.102293ÿ
.7-.7/72191022ÿH5/1ÿ-.7<9034ÿ
RSÿT UVÿSÿWÿ
%2ÿT UVÿSÿWÿ1>7ÿN56-9.7H7ÿP25.1ÿ/9Eÿ1>7ÿO.791ÿP2H-.2H0/7ÿ9/ÿ9ÿ
B760/022ÿF9/7Bÿ22ÿ-.9GH910/H4 ÿÿ$7/-017ÿB7H2G.9->06ÿ6>92G7/ÿ02ÿ(39F9H9ÿ
1>7ÿ/619Y17ÿB.7Eÿ<2102GÿB0/1.061/ÿF9/7Bÿ22ÿ-2-5391022ÿ25HF7./ÿ02ÿ1>7ÿ8X77ÿ672C
/5/4 ÿÿ87695/7ÿ1>7ÿ/1917ÿB0/1.061/ÿ=2.ÿF21>ÿ(39F9H9;/ÿ>25/7ÿ92Bÿ/72917ÿE7.7ÿ
221ÿF9/7Bÿ22ÿ1>7ÿJ227C-7./22C227C<217Kÿ-.0260-37ÿ1>7ÿP25.1ÿ=252Bÿ9ÿ<02391022ÿ
2=ÿ1>7ÿA25.17721>ÿ(H72BH721;/ÿ"Z593ÿ!.21761022ÿP395/746Xÿÿ%2ÿ01/ÿ9293?/0/ÿ
ÿ

ÿ634ÿ[VSÿ91ÿ864ÿ
ÿ6@4ÿW ÿ\ÿ2217/ÿ837]@7ÿ92Bÿ9662H-92?02Gÿ17I1ÿ^/5GG7/102Gÿ1>91ÿ1>7ÿ695/93ÿ6222761022ÿF71E772ÿ
A.92:302;/ÿ-379ÿ92Bÿ1>7ÿO.791ÿP2H-.2H0/7ÿ0/ÿ911725917B_4ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿ` abÿ39ÿc4N4ÿ91ÿ86]834ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿ[VSÿ91ÿ8@4ÿ
ÿ694ÿ399ÿc4N4ÿ33ÿ9@ÿ^8X@_4ÿ
ÿ6Y4ÿW ÿVSÿ91ÿ@7]@84ÿ
ÿ6X4ÿW ÿVSÿ91ÿ9]94ÿ
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-./ÿ0212-ÿ2/3/4-/5ÿ67ÿ62819/7-ÿ:6;/5ÿ27ÿ-./ÿ<=/5/263ÿ676328>4?697ÿÿ(44225@78ÿ
-2ÿ-.6-ÿ676328>ÿ-./ÿ=/5/263ÿ427;-@-1-@27ÿ2/A1@2/5ÿ/64.ÿ;-6-/ÿ-2ÿ.6B69/8ÿ-C2ÿD7@-/5ÿ
E-6-/;ÿ;/76-22;Fÿ6ÿ;-6-/G;ÿ;/76-/ÿ7//6596ÿ7ÿ2-ÿ:/ÿ:6;/5ÿ27ÿH2H136-@274 ÿÿI./ÿ0212-ÿ
=2175ÿ-./ÿ62819/7-ÿ17H/2;16;@B/4
)2@-@78ÿ=22ÿ-./ÿ96322@->ÿ0.@/=ÿJ1;-@4/ÿ"623ÿ)622/7ÿ2:;/629BL/5ÿ-.6-ÿ-./ÿ=/5K
/263ÿ622678/9/7-ÿ82/Cÿ21-ÿ2=ÿ6ÿ17@A1/ÿ;/-ÿ2=ÿ4@2419;-674/;4 ÿÿM/ÿ72-/5ÿ-.6-ÿ
-./ÿ=/5/263ÿ;>;-/9ÿC6;ÿ<4274/@B/5ÿ21-ÿ2=ÿ429H229@;/6ÿ96N75ÿ4274/;;@27ÿ@75@;K
H/7;6:3/ÿ-2ÿ-./ÿ/;-6:3@;.9/7-ÿ2=ÿ212ÿ=/5/263ÿ2/H1:3@44? ÿÿI./ÿO2/6-ÿ029H22K
9@;/ÿ./ÿ6281/5ÿ<6B/2-/5ÿ6ÿ5/65324Pÿ@7ÿ-./ÿ02769;-@-1-@2763ÿ027B/7-@27ÿC.@4.ÿ
.65ÿ-.2/6-/7/5ÿ-2ÿ6:22-ÿ-./ÿ:@2-.ÿ2=ÿ212ÿ&6-@274? ÿÿI.1;ÿ-./ÿ0212-ÿ@7-/2H2/-/5ÿ
-./ÿO2/6-ÿ029H229@;/ÿ6;ÿ6ÿH26896-@4ÿ;231-@27ÿ-2ÿ6ÿ;H/4@=@4ÿH226:93/ÿ9ÿ675ÿ72-ÿ
6ÿH23@-@463ÿ;4@/74/ÿH2@74@H3/ÿ-.6-ÿC2135ÿ/Q-/75ÿ-2ÿ2-./2ÿ;/--@78;4
RSÿT ÿSÿUVVÿ
%7ÿT ÿSÿUVVÿ-./ÿH36@7-@==;ÿ6281/5ÿ-.6-ÿI/Q6;ÿB@236-/5ÿ-./ÿ"A163ÿ
!22-/4-@27ÿ0361;/ÿ:>ÿ2/A1@2@786ÿ93912@;5@4-@27;ÿ-2ÿ526Cÿ;-6-/ÿ675ÿ32463ÿ3/8@;36-@B/ÿ
5@;-2@4-;ÿ:6;/5ÿ27ÿH2H136-@274 ÿÿI./>ÿ427-/75/5ÿ-.6-ÿ-./ÿ;-6-/ÿ;.2135ÿ.6B/ÿ
526C7ÿ-./ÿ5@;-2@4-;ÿ:6;/5ÿ27ÿ-./ÿH2H136-@27ÿ2=ÿ/3@8@:3/ÿB2-/2;469WÿÿI./ÿ36C;1@-ÿ
C6;ÿ6ÿH23@-@4633>ÿ427;/2B6-@B/ÿ/==22-ÿ-2ÿ2/514/ÿ-./ÿH2C/2ÿ2=ÿ727B2-@78ÿ-265@K
-@27633>ÿ3@:/263ÿ4@-@X/7;Y=22ÿ/Q69H3/ÿ'6-@72;ÿ675ÿ@99@8267-;Y675ÿ-./@2ÿ2/HK
2/;/7-6-@B/;469Zÿ
ÿ
ÿ6974ÿ[ ÿ\Sÿ6-ÿ98]94ÿ
ÿ6984ÿ[ ÿ\Sÿ6-ÿ98]964ÿ
ÿ6964ÿ[ ÿ\Sÿ6-ÿ9L]94ÿ
ÿ69L4ÿ^ T\ÿL99ÿD4E4ÿ6-ÿ9N4ÿÿ
ÿ69N4ÿ_\4ÿ
ÿ694ÿ_\Sÿ
ÿ694ÿ[ ÿ\Sÿÿ
ÿ6994ÿ8LÿE4ÿ0-4ÿ8867ÿ886Lÿ̀678a4ÿ
ÿ69W4ÿ[ ÿ\Sÿ
ÿ69ZSÿ[ bÿSc4ÿd2@/=ÿ2=ÿ&((0!ÿ'/863ÿ$/=/7;/ÿeÿ"5146-@2763ÿf175ÿ%744ÿ6;ÿ(9@41;ÿ012@6/ÿE1HK
H22-@78ÿ(HH/33//;ÿ6-ÿ66ÿ"B/7C/3ÿB4ÿ(::2--ÿ8LÿE4ÿ0-4ÿ8867ÿ̀678a4ÿ
E14.ÿ:125/7;ÿ-22ÿ5@;H22H22-@276-/3>ÿ6==/4-ÿ264@63ÿ9@722@-@/;ÿ32CK@7429/ÿ2/;@5/7-;ÿ675ÿ
2-./2ÿ429917@-@/;ÿ-.6-ÿ2=-/7ÿ364Pÿ-./ÿ2HH22-17@->ÿ22ÿ2/;2124/;ÿ-2ÿ/6;@3>ÿ429H3>ÿC@-.ÿ
./@8.-/7/5ÿ2/8@;-26-@27ÿ675ÿB2-@78ÿ2/A1@2/9/7-;4ÿÿRgSÿh ÿSÿUVVbÿ9Zÿf4L5ÿNW9ÿ7]
79ÿ̀ -.ÿ0@24ÿ678aÿ̀6==@29@78ÿ=@75@78ÿ-.6-ÿ52419/7-62>ÿB2-@78ÿ2/A1@2/9/7-;ÿ5@;H22H22-@27K
6-/3>ÿ6==/4-ÿ32CK@7429/ÿB2-/2;ÿ675ÿ264@63ÿ9@722@-@/;ÿ@74315@78ÿ922/ÿ-.67ÿ77777ÿ2/8@;K
-/2/5ÿB2-/2;ÿ675ÿ27/ÿ9@33@27ÿ/3@8@:3/ÿB2-/2;ÿ2B/2C./39@783>ÿd364Pÿ675ÿM@;H67@4ÿ@7ÿI/Q6;a4ÿÿ
(HH22-@279/7-ÿ;4./9/;ÿ:6;/5ÿ27ÿB2-/2ÿ2/8@;-26-@27ÿ-./2/=22/ÿ427;-@-1-/ÿ>/-ÿ672-./2ÿ9/4.K
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043ÿE26:HR/010.012:ÿ63322603/ÿ/360/ÿ1:ÿ043ÿQ2./3ÿ2>ÿ#3C83/3:0601G3/ÿ6?2:<ÿ043ÿ
/0603/4 ÿÿ%0ÿ1/ÿ6ÿ>618ÿ83671:<ÿ0ÿ460ÿ/43ÿ6//.?37ÿJKÿLMÿ>.33Aÿ83>3320/ÿ6ÿ
22:/3:/./ÿ60ÿ043ÿE2:G3:012:4
-./0123ÿ91:/;.8<S/ÿ41/0281263ÿ6:63A/1/ÿ/.<<3/0/ÿ0460ÿ043ÿE2:G3:012:ÿ73C.F
013/ÿ042.<40ÿ2.0ÿ043ÿ/A/03?ÿ2>ÿ83C863H/V3:06012:ÿ1:ÿ22:/17386;33ÿ730613ÿ6/ÿC680ÿ2>ÿ
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